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 South-Slavic family of languages

 6,2 million speakers in Serbia and almost as 

many abroad

 Nationalistic and Integrative LPP model

In official use in the Republic of Serbia are the Serbian language 
and the Cyrillic script. (...)

Constitution of the Republic of Serbia, Act 10 (2006:5)
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 LPP formulated by the state institutions with the 
support of:

 Serbian Academy for Arts and Sciences

 Institute for the Serbian language

 Board for Serbian language standardization

 National Council for the Serbian language and script

 Universities, faculties and language societies  
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 The state of Serbian terminology today 

 Overview of terminology and terminography 

activities in Serbia

 Management Terminology (questionairre 

results) 
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 Tendency towards internalization of 

terminology

 English as the main terminology donor

 Main issues: terminology gaps and variation 
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 Not explicitely formulated 

 Follows the integrative model and principles for 

term evaluation (Bugarski, 2005)

 Top-down approach

 Weak institutional framework for terminology

 Focus on terminology standardization  
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 Usually performed ad hoc 

 Mostly individual projects

 Lack of coordination between different projects

 Lack of cooperation between subject-field 

specialists and linguists   

 Lack of state supervision and regulation
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 Regional and international cooperation scarce or 

lacking

 Institutions in charge of Serbian terminology are 

not members of international terminology 

associations

 Serbian language is not a part of any 

multilingual term bases 
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 Terminological dictionaries in paper and in 

electronic form

 Term bases 

 Corpora for term extraction 
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 Medicinski rečnik, Mićić, S. (2011) 
- 879 pages and over 40.000 term entries

- English- Serbian and Serbian- English

 Rečnik bibliotekarstva i informacionih 
terminologija, Kovačević, Lj., et al. (2014)

- Around 40.000 term entries in total (serbian, 

english, german) 

- Available online and in paper (published 2014)
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GeolISSTerm : Dictionary of geology 
- Available online within Geology Information System 

of Serbia (GeolISS)
- Currently contains around 4,000 term entries
- semantic scale: taxonomy / thesaurus
- Also available in paper (Trivić 2011)

 Milić, M. (2006). Rečnik sportskih termina 
(English – Serbian) 

- 1,300 term entries 
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 Evronim

 A multilingual term base

 18,322 term entries (on October 13,2016)

 15 languages altogether

 Support in the translation process of legislative 

documents for the accession of Serbia to EU
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 Evroteka 
 English-Serbian corpus of legal texts and 

excerpts 
 102,532 words /4,758 translation units (on 

October 13,2016) - 3,496 units are contained in 
Evronim termbase 

 Both Evronim and Evroteka created by the Sector 
for Translation Coordination, Office for European 
Integration
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 Bibliša 
 A term extraction tool for parallel corpora

 Created by the Serbian Language Resources

andTechnology Society (JeRTeh)

 Contains parallelized texts in several

collections, including library and

information technology, dentistry, urban

planning, mining, etc.

 Parallelized texts for several other fields

currently underway
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 Questionnaire: The state and the attitudes 

towards Serbian management terminology 

 50 respondents: teaching staff at the Faculty 

of Organizational Sciences, University of 

Belgrade 
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Management terminology in Serbian is:

 internationalized /unadapted / unstandardized 

Many problems: 

 terminology gaps, variation, polysemy, synonymy

 No terminology products in this field

 Strong focus on the importance of standardization  
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 Summary of  issues and challenges

 Focus on control and regulation
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 Capacity Building: Implementing language
and terminology policies in all spheres of
work and education

 Taking responsibility and raising awareness
 Encouraging cooperation, coordination and

the exchange of experiences
 Modernizing terminology work
 Focusing on terminology education and

training
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 Normative regulation

 Institutional regulation
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 Providing the state labor arbitration and resolution

of legal issues

 Performing tasks related to the Serbian language

processing and standardization

 Valuing the written standard form of a national

language and making it subject to norms through

education

 Providing a reference framework or a common

technological language to facilitate the transfer of

technology
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 Making terminological information, criteria of

expertise and scientific values available through

strengthened institutional framework

 Creating committees or institutions (private, semi-

private or public)

 Creating professional terminology databases and

centers for terminology management
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 A change towards an enhancement of the status

and roles of the Serbian terminology?

 Do policy-makers have a proper perception of the

challenges backed by a plan of action?

 Unless some steps are made, the favorable

possibilities for improvement will not necessarily

lead to greater changes in the state of the Serbian

terminology.
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Thank you for your attention. 
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